We present the complete classification of the tame irreducible elliptic quasi-simple Lie algebras of type Ai, and in particular, specialize on the case where the coordinates are not associative. Here the coordinates are Cayley-Dickson algebras over Laurent polynomial rings in v > 3 variables, which we call alternative tori. In giving our classification we need to present much information on these alternative tori and the Lie algebras coordinatized by them.
Introduction
This paper is a follow-up to the work presented in [BGK] where a classification and realizations of certain simply-laced quasi-simple Lie algebras was carried out. In this paper we deal with the case where the core, Sfc, of the quasi-simple Lie algebra Sf over the complex field C, is an ^2-graded Lie algebra. It is then the case that the core of Sf can be coordinatized by an alternative algebra with identity over C. In the case when the alternative algebra is actually associative then it must be one of the quantum tori, Cq , studied in [BGK] , and the algebras in question have the same structure and classification as those studied in [BGK] , and, in fact, all of this follows as in that paper. There remains the intriguing possibility that the coordinates may be alternative but not associative, and then the question arises what these coordinate algebras may be, and what the structure of the attached quasi-simple Lie algebras is. This paper explicitly answers all of these questions by giving a classification and realizations of such algebras.
To be more specific recall that the concept of a quasi-simple Lie algebra was introduced in [H-KT] and, roughly speaking, this is a Lie algebra Sf over the complex field having an invariant, non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (-, -) :SfxSf ^C, and a finite dimensional Cartan subalgebra fT? c Sf so that the algebra has a root space decomposition -2--\J7-2-a , a€R where Sfa is defined in the usual way and Sfo = %f. Here R is the root system and is to be discrete. One transfers the form to the dual space of %f in the usual way and assumes that ad^ x is nilpotent for x £ Sfa when (a, a) / 0, and that the form takes real values on the real span of the roots. Sf is said to be elliptic if the form is positive semi-definite on the real span of the roots. One attaches a finite root system, A (possibly non-reduced), to an elliptic Sf and says Sf is irreducible if A is irreducible and there are no isolated isotropic roots. One says that Sf is of type Xt if A is the root system of type Xt.
When Xi is simply-laced of rank / > 2, so of the type Aj, I > 2, Ds, I > 4, or E(,, Et , E&, then the root system, R, of Sf is realized as R = A x A, where A = _v is a lattice of rank v. One says that v is the nullity of Sf and it turns out for these simply-laced Sf that v is an invariant of Sf since v = dim(Sff\Sf,Sf\).
In [BGK] the simply-laced cases where / > 3 were dealt with. The method of attack is to define the core, Sfc, of Sf to be the subalgebra of Sf generated by the non-isotropic root spaces. It turns out that the core is an ideal of Sf so that one has the representation p :Sf -» EndSfc, induced by restricting the adjoint representation of Sf to Sfc. The core is always a A-graded Lie algebra as defined in [BM] so in the simply-laced cases we use the coordinatization results there to give realizations of the core up to central extension. Already from these results it is apparent that only in the case where A is of type A2 can one possibly have alternative, but not associative, coordinates. After realizing the core up to central extension one goes on to assume Sf is tame in the sense that ker/? = 3f(Sfc), the center of the core. Then, using this and the known structure of the core one finds the algebra Sf roughly looks like a semi-direct product of Sfc with an algebra of skew-symmetric outer derivations.
Here "roughly" means there is a possible twisting by a 2-cocycle which is invariant and homogeneous in the sense of Definition 2.66. It is exactly this program that we carry out here for type A2 tame, irreducible, elliptic quasi-simple Lie algebras with coordinates which are not associative. For simplicity we call such an algebra a QS algebra of type A2.
If Sf is a QS algebra with core Sfc then the coordinate algebra, S, of Sfc must be an alternative algebra with identity 1 £ S over C having a _v-gradation s = 0 ^a > where So = C • 1, aSZ" and satisfying the rather strong properties that S*St, = -Sa+b, and dimc S_= 1, for all a, b £ If.
The quantum tori, Cq, are easily seen to be the only associative algebras with these properties (see (1.3) and Lemma 1.8). Moreover, if v < 3 these are the only such algebras while there is one and only one such algebra S which License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is not associative for each v > 3. We call these alternative tori and denote them by 21. Once v > 3 is fixed, 21 arises by three applications of the usual Cayley-Dickson process beginning with the commutative ring of Laurent polynomials C[/f ,..., t"l] in v variables. There are thus three choices of scalars, Px, Pi, Pi, involved here and we always take //, = /,, 1 < / < 3. Thus, 21 is an octonion or Cayley-Dickson algebra over the Laurent polynomial ring in v variables.
In order to use 21 as coordinates of a QS algebra Sf we need to understand some of its structural properties quite well. In particular, we need a full understanding of the derivation algebra Derc(2t). The Lie algebra psl^ (21) can be most easily described as the quotient of the Steinberg Lie algebra s/3(2l) with coordinates 21 by its center. If Sf is a QS algebra with coordinates the alternative torus 21 then there are surjective homomorphisms sh{%) JU Sfc ^ psh (X) with central kernels. In order to determine the structure of Sf from that of Sfc it becomes important to understand the Schur multiplier H2(pslj(Ql), C) = ker(cf> o cp). It turns out that this just depends on 21, and in the associative cases one knows, by the results in [KL] , that this is just the Connes first cyclic homology of 21. We generalize all of this to the alternative case, and so define an analogue of this Connes first cyclic homology group for any alternative algebra and then go on to compute this in the case of the alternative torus. This is all we need here. It would be interesting to define 77C" (S) for an alternative algebra 5 and then, just as 77C"(Cq) is computed in the recent paper [W] , to compute 77C"(2l).
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 1 we work with an alternative algebra and give our characterization of the alternative torus 21. We then go on to study the derivation algebra of 21 and the Connes first cyclic homology of 21. For all of this we work over general fields k of characteristic not 2 or 3 . The main results are Theorems 1.25, 1.40 and 1.64. In Section 2 we begin by showing how to obtain Lie algebras with coordinates an alternative algebra S, and we obtain such Lie algebras starting with any subspace E of HCX (S) . We also show that HCX (S) is the Schur multiplier of psl_ (S) by making use of the Steinberg Lie algebra sti (S) .
We then study the spaces of invariant symmetric forms on these algebras and their derivation algebras, paying particular attention to the skew-symmetric derivations. The arguments about derivations resemble those in [BGK] and so we are brief here, referring the reader, for the most part, to that paper. Section 2 closes with a careful description of a class of Lie algebras, L(2l, t) , which turn out to be all of the QS algebras with coordinates 21. In particular, we show all such algebras have nondegenerate invariant symmetric bilinear forms. As in Section 1 we only need a base field k of characteristic not 2 or 3 . In the third and final section we present our classification of the QS algebras of type A2 having nonassociative coordinates. The arguments here are nearly identical with those in [BGK] and hence we are brief in our presentation. However, for the benefit of the reader, we have included the basic definitions and statements of the main theorems on the QS algebras from [H-KT] and [BGK] which we need, as well as the details necessary for our main theorem.
We feel that it is already clear that one can expect a complete classification of QS algebras of all types, even those of non-reduced type. Moreover, as QS algebras are very natural generalizations of both the finite dimensional simple Lie algebras and the affine Kac-Moody algebras (but include no other KacMoody algebras) one can hope for applications of this interesting class of Lie algebras. The works [BZ] and [N] present general coordinatization results in the non-simply-laced cases, generalizing those in [BM] , and this is clearly the right starting point for classifying QS algebras. However, some of the coordinate algebras which arise seem quite complicated, and no doubt a classification of those with the necessary properties to be coordinates of QS algebras would be interesting in itself.
The alternative torus
In this section we want to characterize the one alternative algebra over C which is not associative and which turns out to be the coordinates of some tame elliptic irreducible quasi-simple Lie algebras of type A2. Although our main interest is in working over C we work over any field k of characteristic not 2 at the outset since the restriction to C would not essentially shorten the presentation. We let A [vX (or A[vX(k) if reference to k is necessary) be the ring of Laurent polynomials in the commuting variables tx, t2, ... , t" over k so that
A variation of this leads to the so-called quantum torus, kq, associated to a v x v matrix q = (di,j)x<i,j<y of non-zero elements in k satisfying (1.1) qiti = 1, and qttj = qf), for l<i,j< v.
To define kq one consideres the associative algebra A [u] of Laurent polynomials in the non-commuting variables tx, ... , tu over k and the 2-sided ideal (1.2) Iq = (titj-qijtjti\l <i,j<v).
Then we define k^ by (1.3) kq = ^.
Acq is called the quantum torus associated to q (see [M] ). Notice that A[vX is just kXv where 1" is the i/xi/ matrix all of whose entries are 1. Let _" be the free abelian group of rank v . Then clearly A[vX has a _v gradation where /, is of degree e, = (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0). Obviously e,-is the vector with 1 in the /th place and zeros elsewhere. Moreover, 7q is homogeneous in this grading so that kq is _" graded. Writing A = kq we have
with the following properties for a, fi £ _v and 1 the identity of A :
(1.5) AaAB = Aa+p, (1.6) dim Aa = I, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
It then follows that (1.7) A0 = k-l.
We let ta = /?'•• • C" for a = (ai, ... , av) £ _v and have Aa = k • ta for all a £ Z" , so that A has a basis consisting of monomials ta, a £ _v. It is clear that in such an algebra the monomials are units so that any non-zero homogeneous ideal is the whole algebra. Any such algebra is homogeneously simple, that is, has no non-trivial graded ideals. That the above properties characterize the associative algebras kq is easy to see.
Lemma 1.8. Let A be any _v graded associative algebra satisfying the above conditions (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7). Then there is a v xv matrix of nonzero elements of k, q = (qi,j)x<i,j_u, satisfying qiyi = 1, qitj = q~\, 1 < i, j _v such that A is graded isomorphic to kq. Moreover, A is commutative ijand only ij q = lv. Prooj. Clearly there is a surjective graded homomorphism cp : Av -> A with 0(1) = 1 which is of degree 0. Now 4>(tjtj) = #,,;</>(///,) for some c7,j £ k since dim^4e.+e; = 1. Clearly qtj = 1 and qtj / 0 because the monomials in A[vX are units and cp is non-zero on units. Then 0 ^ cp(Utj) = qijcp(tjti) = di,jdj,i4>(titj) implies that ?,,;?/,,= 1 so that 7q is contained in the kernel of cp. But kq is graded simple so that 7q = ker(<p), as desired. □ We are interested in alternative algebras over k which satisfy (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7). We first construct some algebras satisfying these properties and then go on to show that our construction yields all such algebras. For this we let v > 3 be fixed and consider For any choice of non-zero scalars sx, s2, 53 £ k let A = A(K, sxtx, s2/2,53/3) be the Cayley-Dickson algebra over the commutative ring K, which we consider as an algebra over k. We will see that A has a _v gradation where (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7) hold.
We briefly recall this construction here. Towards this end let B he any Kalgebra with an identity 1 and with a AMinear involution j:hxso that {xy = y x and, x = x for all x ,y, £ B.
Then a = a for all a £ K -1. We assume that (1.12) xx = xx £ K-l for x£B.
Then
(1.13) x + x£K-lQB follows.
Notice that if we define / and n by x + x = t(x) -1, and xx = xx = n(x) • 1 for x £ B , then we have (1.14) x2 -t(x)x + n(x) -1 = 0 for x £ B.
Then I = 1, t is K linear, and n is quadratic: n(a • 1) = a2 for a £ K, n(x, y) := n(x + y) -n(x) -n(y) = xy + yx is bilinear. We now let B' be the algebra described as follows. B' = {(bx, b2)\bx, b2 £ B} with addition and scalar multiplication by K defined componentwise, and multiplication given by (1.15) (bx, cx)(b2, c2) = (bxb2 + pc2cx, bxc2 + b2cx).
Here p is choosen to be any element in K . Then 1 = (1, 0) is the identity of B', and if j = (0, 1) then j2 = p • 1 and so we have
where we have identified B as a subalgebra of B' by b <-> (b, 0). Thus B' = {b + jc\b, c £ B} and multiplication is given by (1.17) (bx + jcx)(b2 + jc2) = (bxb2 + pc2cx) + j(bxc2 + b2cx).
We define an extension of our involution on B by
for all b, c £ B , and easily find that this is an involution on B'. Also, we let /, n be defined by x + x = t(x) ■ 1 = t(b) • 1, n(x) = xx(= xx) = n(b)-pn(c), where x = b + jc, so that these maps also extend the corresponding ones on B.
We let A0 = K and choose /i, = s,/,, 1 < / < 3, where s, is a non-zero element of k . Let At = A\_x, for 1 < / < 3 so that A3 is the Cayley-Dickson algebra which we denoted before as A(K, sxtx, s2t2, 53/3). Let (1.19) Ii = Z © ■ ■ ■ © 1®2_ © ■ • ■ © 2Z ©Z^"3, for / = 0, 1,2,3.
/-times (3-i)-times
Note that Z0 = T so that A0 = K has the grading which is specified in (1.10), while we also have that Z3 = _v . We will show that each algebra Ai has a grading by Z, which satisfies properties analogous to (1.4) through (1.7).
Lemma 1.20. With the notation as above we have the algebra A, has a grading by _i satisfying the jollowing properties:
where
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use jor a, p £_i and where 1 is the identity oj At. Moreover, the involution on At satisfies a = ±a jor all a £ (Af)a and jor all a e Z,-.
Prooj. We already know that Aq has a gradation by Z0 satisfying the above properties (l)-(4) where we let a = a for all a £ K = A0 . By induction on i, if Aj_x satisfies our requirements we simply let (A{)a = (A(-x)a if a £ Z,-_i; while if a £ Z, but a £ Z,_i we let (Aj)a = j(Ai-x)a-et • Then all properties are clear except possibly (2). For this consider the case where a £ Z,_i, P gZ/ but fi $. Z,_i . Let P = p -6i and let aa £ (Ai)a, ap £ (Af)p, and say e-g £ (Aj-x)g satisfies je-g = ap. Then by (1.17) we have aaap = aaje-n = j(daep) £ (Ai)a+p.
Next, consider the case where a, P £ Z, but a + p ^ Z,_i, and use notation as above. We have by (1.17) that aaap = (ja_)(ja^) so by our choice of scalars //, we get this equals SittapOla = ±SitiUpa_ which is in (Aj_x)a+p since deg(/,) = 2e, by (1.10). The rest of the proof is obvious. □ It is now clear that the algebra Aj, = A(K, sx tx, s2t2, 53/3) satisfies the properties (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7) and that this is an alternative algebra over k which is not associative. We will denote this by 21 or by 2l(AT, sxtx, s2t2, J3/3) if we need to refer to the scalars involved. Definition 1.21. The algebra 21 = 2t(^T, sxtx, s2t2, 53/3) is called the alternative torus associated to the given scalars. Remark 1.22. We recall here some basic facts on alternative and, in particular, octonion algebras. Let O be an octonion algebra over a ring R without 2-torsion. For a, b, c £0 we put In particular, for a, b, c £ O we have t(ab) = t(ba), t((a, b, c)) = 0.
We now want to go towards our characterization of the alternative torus 21. For this we need several lemmas. and either Z(A)V\Aa = (0) or 3f(Af)\~\Aa = Aa because of (1.6). Moreover, by (1.7) we have A_ = k • 1 C Z(A) and AaA_a = A0 = k -1 so that Aa C Z(A) if and only if A-a C Z(A). Thus, Tz = {a£ _v\Aa C 2"(A)} is a subgroup of _". D
In the next lemma we consider a Cayley-Dickson algebra O over a field k (we always assume the characteristic of k is not 2 ). Thus, O = A(k, px, p2, p_) for some choice of non-zero scalars px, p2, p$ £ k. We have the norm and trace maps n, t of O -► k. We also have the bilinear form obtained from the quadratic form n which we denote as n(-, -) : OxO -» k defined by n(x, y) = n(x + y) -n(x) -n(y) for all x, y £<Q. The following result is our main characterization of 21. Theorem 1.25. Let A be any alternative algebra over k satisjying (1.4)-(1.7) which is not associative. Then A is isomorphic to an alternative torus ojthe jorm *(K,Sxtx,S2t2,Sih) jor some choice oj non-zero scalars s,■ £ k, 1 < / < 3. Prooj. Note that by Lemma 1.23 and Lemma 1.8 the center of A , Z = Z(A), is isomorphic to k\Tfx,...,T±x\ for some variables Tx, ... ,Tm, since every subgroup Y_-of _v is free of rank m < v. Moreover, letting Z* denote the non-zero elements of Z and k the quotient field we have (Z*)~XZ = k . Also, Lemma 1.23 shows that the hypothesis of Slater's Theorem holds for A (see [SSSZ] , p. 194) so since A is not associative it is a Cayley-Dickson ring. Thus letting A = (Z*)~x A we have an embedding A<-> A where A is a Cayley-Dickson algebra over the field k .
We are going to show that _"/Y_-= (Z/2Z)3, and to do this we introduce a new gradation on A by the group <P = _v fY_-. Let a = a + Y_-£ <D and let Aa = Z(A), A_ = @Aa, for all a__.
Thus A = ©a€<1) A^ and AaAp = Aa+p, ZAa = Aa for all a £ <P. Next we introduce a ^-gradation on A by saying Aa = (Z*)~xAa so that A_ = (Z*)~XZ = k. Clearly Aa is a vector space over k generated by any non-zero element aa £ Aa for a e a so that A_ is a 1-dimensional vector space over k . This implies that the order of <P, o(<P), equals 8 = dim^ A . Next note that in the Cayley-Dickson algebra A we have that for all x £ A
where / is a ^-linear and n is a quadratic form on A over k. Evaluating this for x £ Aa, a ^ 0, gives us x2 + n(x) -1 = t(x)x £ Aa n (A2a + Aq). Now a t£ 0 implies 2d ^ a so that x2 + n(x)-1 = t(x)x = 0. This implies that x2 = -n(x) -1 £ Ao n A2a so we get that 2<5 = 0. It follows that <P = (Z/2Z)3.
Now there is a basis ex, ... , ev of Z" and non-negative integers di > 1 with dt\dj-x for 2 < / < v such that Y_-= dx_ex © • • • © dv_ev. Since <P = _vjY_r = (_/2_)3 and since the elementary divisors dx, ... ,dv are uniquely determined by Y_-we find dx, d2, di equal 2 and di = 1 for / > 4. Thus, Y_r = Y. We now have v > 3 and and we can choose 0 ^ /, € A2ei, 1 < / < 3, 0 ^ tj £ Aej, 4 < j < v such that
is an isomorphism of T-graded algebras where K is given the T-grading as in (1.10).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Next take 0 ^ a, G Aej, 1 < / < 3 so we get 0 / a2 £ A2e. = kti and thus there exists a non-zero element s, £ k such that a2 = Sjtj. We know that A is a Cayley-Dickson algebra over k generated by ax, a2, a^ £ A. Moreover, it has as k basis the elements Ux = 1, u2 = ax, uj = a2, u$ = axa2, Us = a^, Uj+n = UjUf,, 2 < j < 4 and structure constants pi = SiU■-, 1 < i < 3, which are in Z(A). It now easily follows that A is in fact a Cayley-Dickson algebra over the ring Z(A). To see this, we build up A from kl using the Cayley-Dickson process. First, ax £ Aei C Aei, ex ^ 0, so n(l, ax) = 0 and we can use ax in the first step of the Cayley-Dickson process. Hence, the ^-subalgebra of A generated by ax is kl © kax obtained by doubling kl with structure constant sxtx . Since n(ki © kax, a2) = 0 by Lemma 1.24(ii) and since n is non-degenerate on kl © kax we can use a2 in the next step of the CayleyDickson process. Repeating the process we can conclude that A is a CayleyDickson algebra over the ring Z(A). So it is clear that A has the elements {ux, u2, ... , Us} as a basis when considered as a free Z(A) module. □ It is known that if 21 = 2l(/£,xx,x2, x{) and 21' = %(K, x\, x'2, x'3) are Cayley-Dickson algebras such that fr £ (K*)2 (K* is the non-zero element of K), then 21 = 21'. Thus, we have the following result. Corollary 1.26. Let A be an alternative algebra over the algebraically closed field k which is not associative and satisfies (1.4)-(1.7). Then A is isomorphic to 21 = 2l(7f, tx, t2, t-f), the alternative torus.
Our next goal is to obtain an understanding of the A;-linear derivations of 21, Derfc(2l), and the relationship of these to the AMinear derivations Der/s:(2l), and the k-linear derivations of K, Derk(K). In fact, we will show that we have a semi-direct product decomposition (1.27) Derfc(2l) = Der*(21) © Y>erkK, Derj<:(2l) < Derfc (2l) where Y)erk K can be embedded in Der^(2l) and turns out to be isomorphic to the outer /:-derivations of 21. These properties play an important role when we consider the first cyclic homology group of 21 and construct quasi-simple algebras whose coordinates are the alternative torus 21. Some of the techniques we use to study derivations of 21 have appeared in other studies of derivations of Cayley-Dickson algebras or related algebras, and the reader can do no better than to consult [McC] for this and for further references on this point. Because derivations play such an important role in later developments we present most of the details necessary for the proofs, although we leave some of the more straightforward computations for the reader. for any b, c £ 21 so that Da £ K = /V(2l). Thus, the restriction map R : Der/t(2l) -» Der^/C) defines a Lie algebra homomorphism whose kernel equals the ideal DerA(2l) of the Lie algebra Der*.^).
The Lie algebra of derivations, Derk(K), is easy to understand. Towards this end we now introduce some notation. Recall that K = k [tfx, ... , tfx] is r = 2Z © 2Z © 2Z © Z"-3 graded and that the alternative torus 21 has a basis as a free .ty-module which we denote ux = 1, u2, ... , u$ and which satisfies the multiplication table on p. 5 of [S] where pi = 5,/, for 1 < / < 3. Moreover, we usually identify K with K • 1 C 21 and note that if we let gx = u2, g2 = u-} and gi = u$, then g2 = s,/, for 1 < / < 3. As gi, g2, gi generated 21 as a A"-algebra then we find, letting gj = tj■ £ K C 21 for 4 < j < v , that gx±x, ... , gjfx generate 21 as a /c-algebra. Also, deg(g,) = e, for 1 < i < v. If a = (ax, ... , av) £ _v we define the element g* by c?" = (■■■((gxaig22)g?)---)g2" ■ Then because (1.4)-(1.7) hold for 2t we see that g* is a non-zero element in 2ta so %_ = kg* . As 21 is Z^-graded we have the v degree derivations dx, ... ,dv £ Der^(2t) given by writing di(g*) = aig* for any a£_v.
That is, <7, acts as scalar multiplication by at on 2la, and in particular we have Since K is the center of 2t then if a € Y we know 2l" = kg* C K so that ra>Q is a derivation of 21 which is in fact homogeneous of degree a because ra,a(2lb) _ 2la+b for any b e _v . An easy computation leads to
for any &,b £Y, a, p £k" . It follows from this that the fc-subspace 3) spanned by raa for a e Y, a £ kv is a subalgebra of Der^(2l). Also, we see that if D = Y._er^,a(a) is a derivation in 3, where a (a) £ kv, which vanishes on K, then we have D is identically zero on 21. Indeed, if i £ {1,2,3} then, as a e Y implies g* is central in 21, we obtain from D(g2) = 0 that 2gtD(gi) = 0 so that gt invertible implies that D(gf) = 0. It follows that D is identically zero on 21 and hence R\_<, the restriction map R from 3) to Y>erk(K), is injective. We let /: Derk(K) -» Der^.(2t) be the inverse of R\& and use this to identify Der^.(A') as a Lie subalgebra of Der^.(2l). It is a well-known fact that Y)erk(K) = R(3) and so we now let 3f_ = {Y_ya\a £ k"} for a £ Y, and use the above to identify Derk(K) with 3 = ©aer^a.
Thus, i(Uerk(K)) = ©aer^a. This leads us to the next result.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 1.33. Let 21 be an alternative torus over k. Then Der#(2l) is an ideal oj Y>erk (21) and we have the semi-direct product decomposition Der^(2l) = Y>erK(21) © i(Y>erk(K)). Prooj. We have seen that Der/<;(21) is the kernel of R and hence is an ideal of Derjt(2l). Moreover, if D e Derfe(2l) then D -i(R(D)) is in the kernel of R so Derfc(2l) = Der^(2t) + i(Y>erk(K)). Clearly the sum is direct. □ Remark 1.34. A more general result than Theorem 1.33 is true. Let ff he any Cayley-Dickson algebra, say ff = (32, vx, v2, v_) , over the commutative ring 32, where each vt is a non-zero invertible element in 32 and 31 is a k-algebra for some commutative ring k :
(a) There is a unique Lie algebra homomorphism i : Y>erk(32) -► Y>erk(ff) such that the restriction of i(D) to 3? is just D for D £ Der k(32), and we have the semi-direct product decomposition Y>erk(ff) = Y>ergi(ff) © i(Derk (32)).
(b) Let 1 = Mi, «2, ..., «8 be the standard 31 basis of ff (see [S] , p. 5) and let gx = u2, g2 = «3, gs = Us as above. Then for D £ Y>erk(ff) the following are equivalent:
The proof of this, while not difficult, would take us too far afield of our main goal, and so is not included. Besides, the result in this generality is not needed for our later results.
We next investigate the inner derivations of 21 and show they coincide with Der/f (2t). However, we work in more generality for a while and so let S* he an alternative algebra over the commutative ring 32 of scalars. We assume 32 is an integral domain and its quotient field, 32 , is not of characteristic 2 or 3 . Moreover, we assume 5? has an identity element leJ?7 so 32 =32 • I ciS", with 32 in the center of S" . Definition 1.35. Let S" he as above and for a £ 5? we let La (resp. Ra) denote the element in End^(S^) denoting left (resp. right) multiplication on Sf by the element a. The inner derivation of S* determined by the pair of elements a, b £Sf is denoted Da b and is defined by
Notice that the map (a, b) h+ Da b is ^-bilinear.
Moreover, it is a standard fact that Dab £ Y>er^(S*), and that the following formulas hold. For references consult [BK] or [S] . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Notice that it follows from these formulas and the definition that Dx > a = 0 and Da,a = 0 for any a £ S*. We let Inn(^) denote the 32-span of all inner derivations Da tb for a, b £ S?. In our next result we let S* = O be an octonian algebra over 32, so O is constructed from 32 by the 3-fold Cayley-Dickson process and is a free ^-module of rank 8 with a basis ux = I ,u2, ... ,Ui satisfying the usual multiplication found in [S] , p. 5 with structure constants px, p2, p$ being invertible elements in 32 . It is a standard fact (see [BK] or [S] ) that if 32 is a field of characteristic not 3, then Der#(Q) equals Inn(O) and that this is a 14-dimensional space. We will use this in our next result where we compare Der^ ( for / = 7, 8. Since the 32-span of {u2ut\i = 7,8} is ®]=132ui and that of {UjU5\i = 7,8} is 32ut, @32u^, we can get rid of two more derivations, namely DUj p", for j = 3, 4. Finally, using the triple w3, m5 , u § and noting then each 7>a is a derivation of 21 and is homogeneous of degree a. Moreover since 21 is generated as fc-algebra by gx±x, ■ ■ ■ , gjf~x then we see that the sum Saez" Ai is finite and equals D. Thus, the derivation algebra, Der*. (21), is _v-graded and we let 3* be the space of elements of degree a. Clearly both Derjt(2l) and Inn(2l) are graded subalgebras and we know Inn(2() C Der/c(2l). If D £ Der/f(2t) is homogeneous of degree a £ V , then by Lemma 1.43(b) there is some non-zero r £ K, for which E = rD £ Inn (21). Writing E = -Ibei" ^b , where Eb £ Inn(2t) is of degree b and r = __be_» rb where r_ £ Kb is of degree b, we find rbD = E_+b for all b £ Z" . Now r / 0 implies rb ^ 0 for some b G Z" , so because Kb is a 1-dimensional A:-vector space spanned by an invertible element in K we obtain that D = ^.Ea+b £ Inn(2l) so that Inn(2t) = Der/f (21). We can now state our main result on the derivation algebra Derfe(2t). Theorem 1.40. Let k be a field oj characteristic not 2 or 3 and let % = %(K, Siti, S2t2, S3t3) be an alternative torus. Then Deryt(2l) is _"-graded so that
where 3& is the space oj derivations oj degree a. We have Derjc(Sl) = Inn(2i) = 0 3" aez"\r is an ideal oj Der^(2t) which is ajree K-module ojrank 14 while
aer is a subalgebra oj Y>erk(K) which is isomorphic to the algebra oj outer derivations oj 21. Moreover, ij &£Y, then 3_ = {Y_tCt\a £kv} is oj dimension v, while ij a 6 Z" \ T then the dimension ojthe space 3A equals 2. Prooj. Recall DXa = 0 = Da,a for any a £ K and (a, b) h^ Da%b is Kbilinear. Also, for a, b £ 21 homogeneous and r £ K homogeneous we have degrDa b = degr +dega+ deg6.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
We have seen that DerA:(2l) has a K basis of elements of type DUttUj for 2 < / ^ j < 8 with deg w, + deg Uj £ Y. Hence, any non-zero homogeneous element of Inn(2t) has its degree in _" \ Y. That is, we know Der/s:(2l) = Inn(2l) = 0aez,xr^a. Also, as gb3li = 3_+b for b £ Y (since K = ©bgr2lb is the center of 2t), we need only compute the dimension of 3s , for S any representative of the 7 cosets of Z" fY different from the coset Y. Now Z"/T is a direct sum of 3 cyclic groups of order 2, so that if p is any non-zero element of Z"/T then there are exactly three 2-element subsets of Z"fY, say {a,, /?,} for / = 1, 2, 3, with a, + Pi = p. Then (1.37) leads to a non-trivial AMinear relation among the elements Daijpl, Da2tp2, DCC3pi. But we know Inn(2l) is free of rank 14 as a AT-module, so this implies that dimii^ = 2 for a € Z" \ T. The rest of the theorem has already been established. □
We now want to discuss the analogue of the (Connes) first cyclic homology group of the alternative torus 21. We begin by working with an arbitrary alternative algebra S over the field k which has an identity element 1 £ S. Towards this end, let 7 be the fc-subspace of S ®kS spanned by the elements The reason for the name is that in the case S is associative with [S, S] n Z(S) = (0), 77Ci (S) is indeed the usual Connes first cyclic homology group of S, see [BGK] or [KL] .
Our goal is to see that 77Ci (S) is _" graded when S = 21 and to compute the dimensions of the homogeneous spaces. This will be needed when we build quasi-simple algebras from 21. Moreover, we will need some properties concerning fc-bilinear maps satisfying identities like (1.43) and (1.44) so our next result concerns itself with this. = {Da <bc, d} + {c, Da<bd}, we get this is a well-defined k-bilinear map making ff' into a Lie algebra in such a way that it is a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism. Prooj. Recalling that in an alternative algebra the associator is an alternating function of its variables, we see the left-hand side in (1) is
Expanding this and rearranging terms gives us
Now by (ii) this is -{cd, ab} + {da, be} + {be, da} -{ab, cd}, which is 0 by (i). This proves (1).
Expand the left-hand side of (2) using Definition 1.39 and rearrange terms to get
Using (1) and (i) this becomes
By (ii) this is {-cd, ab -ba} + {dc, ab -ba} -{ab, cd -dc} + {ba, cd -dc}, which is 0 by (i). This proves (2).
The hypothesis and (2) for a, b£S,D£Derk (S) .
Notice that (•, •) satisfies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1.46 so by (2) of that lemma we have F>a,b((c, d) 
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (21, 21) onto Inn(2l) = Der*^) and by Lemma 1.46 this is a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism.
Recall that dim2ta =1 for a e If so that if a, b £ _v , then (gb(g*)~x, g*) = (gb(ag*)~x, ag*) for any non-zero a £ k, so that for any cgZ" we have teVsT1, g*gc) = (gb(g*+crx, sa+c>.
Moreover, we will use the fact that if b e Y, then ^bG^, the center of 21, so
In any octonion algebra O, the inverse of an invertible element xgO lies in the unital subalgebra generated by x as x~x = n(x)~xx = n(x)~x(2t(x)l -x). Since in an alternative algebra the subalgebra generated by two elements is associative, we have for invertible x, y £ O and arbitrary a £ O:
We will use these remarks freely in the computations which follow. Also, recall the definition of the elements gi before (1.33). where p = (px, ... , pv).
(2) For a, b e T, a, p £ k" we have (g*Fa)(gbcop) = sa+ba>(Q|b)/?+w/!)a.
Prooj. For h = (bx, ... ,bv) £ If we let |b| = __1_i \bt\ and use induction on |b|. Clearly when |b| = 0 the result in (1) is true, and when |b| = 1 it also clearly holds, since we have (g*gi, g~l) = -(1, g*) -(gj~lg*, gi) = -(g*gTl, gi) because (1, x) = 0 and g* £ K = Z(%). Now let b' = b + e, <E _v and suppose, by induction, the formula holds up to |b|. We have
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use by (1.48). Since aeT this is (ga(gj(g-\gbrl) ),gb) + (ga(g-\gbrl)gb,gj), which, by our previous remarks, is just (g*(gb)~x, gb) + (gag]~l, gj) ■ By induction this is __1i_x(bi + dij)(g*gfx, gi) as desired. The case where b' = b-ey is dealt with in a similar way. This proves (1).
As for (2) we let a, b £ Y, a, P £ kv and consider (g*Ya)(gba>p). Using (1.47) and the fact that g*, gb are central in 21 we have
and cancelling yields £/7;Hb)(sa+V , gj) + J2Pj(a\ej)(gb, g*). j=\ i=i Moreover, it is clear that this form is nondegenerate. By the definition of e we find that (1.54) e(dj(x)) = 0 for any x £ 21, and 1 < / < v.
From this we have e(dj(xy)) = 0 for all x, y £ 2t so that (1.55) (dj(x),y) = -(x,di(y)) for 1 < / < v, x, y € SL That is, each degree derivation di is skew-symmetric relative to the form (•, •). We will use this in our next result. Also, recall that (21, 2t) and 7fCi (2l) are both If -graded with deg(g*, gb) = a + b for a, b e If.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 1.56. For our alternative torus 21 we have that (21, 2l)a jor any a £ Z" is spanned by the elements (g*g~l, gi). We also have dim^ 77Ci(2t)0 = v. Proof Since (g*, gb) = (g*(gb(gb)-x), gb) is a multiple of (g*+b(gb)~x, gb) and of degree a+b we see that (21, 2l)a is spanned by elements (g*(gb)~x, gb) for b £ If . Moreover, (g*g~x, gi) is in (21, 2l)a for 1 < / < v . We show that if b = __\=x °iei € ^" tnen (£a(.?b)~1 > gb) is a linear combination of the elements (g*gfx, gi) by using induction on |b| = _^=x \bj\. This is clear if |b| = 0 or if |b| = 1 . Moreover as -(gbg\ (gbrl) and this is clearly a multiple of (g*gb, (gb)~x) then we can suppose ( and this is a multiple of ((g*g~x)(gb')~x, gb'gt)-Using (1.43) and (1.44) we see this is a linear combination of ((gb')~x(gb'g,), g*'g~x) and ((gb' gi)(g*g~x), (gb )_1). Clearly the first of these is in the A>span of (g*g~x, gi) while the second term is a multiple of (g*gb', (gb')-1), and so since |b'| < |b| we can finish by induction. This proves that (21, 2t)a is spanned by (g*gj~x, gi) for 1 <i<v.
For the second part of the lemma we define linear functionals Xi: '■ 21 ® 2t -> k for 1 < i < v by Xi(x ®y) = (di(x), y) for all x, y £ 21.
As each di is skew-symmetric relative to (•, •) (see 1.55) then Xi(x ®y + y® x) = 0 for x, y e 21. Moreover, using that the form (•, •) is symmetric and associative we have for x, y, z £ 21 that Xi(xy ® z + yz ® x + zx ® y)
Thus, Xt induces a functional, which we also denote by Xi > on (21» 21) satisfying
Xii(x, y» = (dt(x), y) for all x, y e 21.
We know that the elements (g~x, gi), 1 < i < v span the subspace (21, 2l)0 = 77Ci(2l)0 and if _21_x a,(g~x, gt) = 0 we apply the functional Xj to this element and obtain 0 = Yjai(dj(g-x),gi). i=i
This gives V 0 = -^£_al8ij(g-x ,gf) = -aj i=i and so (gf', gx), ... , (g~x, g") are linearly independent, as desired. □ In our next result we compute dim*. 77Cx (2l)a for a £ Y. The result is the same as in the case when the coordinates are the quantum torus Cq and Y is the radical of fq, see [BGK] . Proof. Recall that 21 is a free y\"-module of rank 8 with basis ux = 1, u2, ... , «8 and that gx = u2, g2 = t/3, g3 = w5 generate 21 as a 7^-algebra. Thus, any monomial in 21 can be written as g*ut for some a £ Y, 1 < i < 8. Then, by (1.44) we have {(saM,.)(ir,X), gc) + ((gbuj)gc, g*Ui) + (gc(g*Ui), gbuj) = o, for a, b, c £ Y, 1 < /, j < 8. This gives (1.59) (g*+bUiUj, gc) + (gb+cuj, g*Ui) + (g*+cUi, gbUj) = 0.
Interchanging g*Uj and gbUj gives us (1.60) (g*+bUjUi, gc) + (g*+cUi, gbUj) + (gb+%, g*Ui) = 0.
Adding (1.59) and (1.60) and dividing by 2 yield (g,+b(".-";+ ";"«•) t gC) + {gx,+cUj f g,Ui) + {g»+Clii > g.Uj) = 0_ Now if 2 < / ± j < 8 then utUj + UjUt = 0, so we get
(1-61) (gb+cuj, g*Ui) + (g*+cUi, gbUj) = 0.
Taking b = 0 in (1.61) gives us, by using (1.43),
(1-62) (uj, g*+cUi) = (gcuj, g*Ui), for a, c, £ Y and 2 < / ^ j < 8. Taking the difference of (1.59) and (1.60) gives us (g*+b(UjUj-UjUj), gc) = 0. Since i and j can be chosen so that UjUj -UjUj is a non-zero multiple of um for any m satisfying 2 < m < 8, we obtain (1.63) (£aWm,gb) = 0, for any a, b e Y and 2 < w < 8 . Thus, (1.62) holds in the case when exactly one of the two distinct indices / and j equals 1 . Now fix a e If \Y. By Lemma 1.56 we know that the elements (g*g~x, gi) for 1 < / < 8 span (21, 2l)a. As gt £ K for 4 < / < v we find that the 3 elements (g*g~x, gi) for i = 1,2,3 span (21, 2t)a. We show that these 3 elements are linearly dependent. Since a £ Y we can write g* = gbUj for some b £ Y, 2 < j < 8 . If j £ {2, 3, 5} , then the element with gt = Uj above satisfies
showing our 3 elements span at most a 2-dimensional space. If j £ {4, 6, 7} , then say for convenience that ; = 4, so from [S] , p. 5 we find that Uj = u$ = u2Ui = gxg2 so that
is a multiple of (gbUj,, u2) and so is (g'g^ , g2) = (gbU^X , W3) = (gb(U2U3)uJX , U3)
by (1.62). Again we can conclude that elements span a space which is at most 2-dimensional. As u2u5 = -u&, u-$u5 = -u-, the same argument for 7 = 4 works for 7 = 6 and j = 1, so we only consider 7 = 8 and g* = gbu%. Now (u2u3)u5 = «8, so we find (g*gx~x, gx) = (gb((u2u3)u5)u2X, u2) is a multiple of (gbu3Us, u2), which is a linear combination of the two elements (gbu5u2, ut,) and (gbu2u3, w5) by (1.44). The first of these is a non-zero multiple of (g*g2x, g2) and the second is a non-zero multiple of (g*gffx, g3) so again we have a space of at most 2 dimensions. Thus, for aGZ"\f,we have dim(2l, 2t)a<2.
To finish the proof, recall that we have a Lie algebra epimorphism p : (21, 21) -> Y>erK(%) which is homogeneous and has 7fCi(2t) = ker p. We know that Der/f(2l) = (&a€_,\r3a and that dimk3a = 2 for any aGZ"\r so it follows that for such elements a we have p is injective on (21, 2t)a and HCx (2l)a = (0). This is what we want. □ For easy reference we state a result summarizing what we know about (21, 21) and //C,(2t). while ifa£lf\Y then dimfc(2l, 2l)a = 2.
yl2-GRADED LlE ALGEBRAS WITH ALTERNATIVE COORDINATES
The purpose of this section is to study Lie algebras with alternative coordinates which are yl2-graded in the sense of [BM] . We show they are central extension of a perfect Lie algebra, psl3 (S) , where S is an alternative algebra over the field k . As in Section 1 we continue to assume that the characteristic of k is not 2 or 3. We show the cyclic homology, HCX (S) , determines the Schur multiplier, so is the kernel of the natural map of the universal covering algebra of psl3(S) to this algebra. We then go on to study the properties of these algebras which we need for our classification of the quasi-simple Lie algebras. In particular, we deal with derivations and invariant symmetric bilinear forms and when economy is to be gained by working with the alternative torus 21, rather than a general alternative A:-algebra S, we do so. All of the material here is important when we come to the classification of the next section. The reader should consult [F] (also [AF] ) and [Se] for information and other viewpoints on the Lie algebra we consider. One should note that both of these references deal with Lie algebras of type A2 coordinatized by alternative algebras, but from differing viewpoints, which bring out different aspects of the structure. We have chosen to follow [Se] since it seems to us to conform to the structural features which one encounters when dealing with the covering quasi-simple Lie algebras.
We begin by recalling a simple lemma about the Lie algebra 5/3(A:) which we will need later. As usual, Tr(x) denotes the trace of the matrix (or linear map) x. In particular, we have two examples of this situation, one by taking ff = lnn (S) and {a, b} = Da,b, n({a, b}) = Da b and the other by taking ff = (S, S) and {a, b} = (a, b) and it = p so p((a, b)) = Da b. Our next result shows how to build a Lie algebra of type A2 coordinatized by 51 from this data. These algebras will turn out to be the cores of our quasi-simple Lie algebras. Remark 2.3. We write (x, y)0 for the term xy + yx-\Tr(xy)I3 in the above when x, y £ sl_(k). Note that (x, y)0 £ sl3(k).
Prooj. To prove this, we need only verify the Jacobi identity is satisfied in the following cases. We note that Lemma 1.46 already says that this product defines a Lie algebra structure on ff. We write . , _, .cd-dc.
-(x,y)0®Da>b ( . This equals X ® (a, b, c) where X = xyz + zxy + yzx + yxz + zyx + xzy -Tr(xy)z -Tr(yz)x -Tr(zx)y -Tr(xyz + yxz)I3 which is zero by Lemma 2.1. Thus the Jacobi identity is satisfied so g is a Lie algebra. □ Definition 2.5. We take ff = Inn(S) in the above construction and denote the resulting Lie algebra by psl3 (S) . Thus,
psh(S) = lnn(S) © (shik) ® S).
If Sf is any Lie algebra we let Z(Sf) denote its center. Note that if the algebra S is associative then psl3(S) = sli(S)/Z(sli (S) ).
This justifies the name psl3(S) for our algebras.
We now recall the definition of A-graded Lie algebras (see [BM] , [BGK] , [BZ] or [N] ) and will make use of some facts about such algebras in what follows. We adjust the definition to our particular situation of studying ^42-graded Lie algebras. Definition 2.6. Let A = {0, ±ax, +a2 , ±(ax + a2)} be the root system of type A2 with 0 adjoined and let Q = Zax © Za2 be the root lattice. Let g be the Lie algebra sl3(k) and r) the Cartan subalgebra of g consisting of diagonal matrices so that fj has basis hx = Exx -E22, h2 = E22-E_ where, as usual, Ejj denotes the matrix unit. A Lie algebra g over A: is A-graded (or A2-graded) if (ii) the Lie algebra g is a subalgebra of g and if ga denotes the root space of g corresponding to a £ A then gQ C ga for all a £ A, (iii) for all h £ rj, ada(h) act as the scalar a(h) on ga, and (iv) g is generated by the root spaces gQ for a £ A \ {0}.
As we are assuming that the characteristic of k is not 2 or 3 then we easily have any /l2-graded Lie algebra is perfect. Corollary 2.7. Let g be any ojthe algebras constructed in Proposition 2.2. Then g is A2-graded. Prooj. One lets g° = ff © (fj ® S), and we identify g with s/3(A:) ® 1 C g, so fj is identified with fj ® 1 . Then let ga = ga ® S for a £ A \ {0} . From (a), (b), (c) of Proposition 2.2 we immediately see that (i),(ii),(iii) of Definition 2.6 hold. Moreover, taking a £ S arbitrary and b = 1 in (a) of Proposition 2.2 yields that ij ® S is in the subalgebra of g generated by the g" with a ^ 0. Thus, the term jTr(xy){a, b} of that formula is also and it follows that (iv) of Definition 2.6 holds, so g is ^42-graded. □ Thus, ker cp is contained in ker/? = HCX(S), so since (S, S)/HCX(S) = lnn(S) = ff/kern as A>space we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of 4-tuples (S, ff, {-, •}, n) and subspaces, E of HCX (S) given by
E~((S,S)/E,{-,-}E,nE,S) where for a, b £ S, {a, b}E = (a, b) + E £ (S, S)/E and nE((a, b) + E) = Daib. To develop the notation a bit more we let g(S\ E) = (S, S)/E ffi (s/3(A:) ® S) be the corresponding Lie algebra so when E = HCX(S) then g(5, E) = 3(S, HCx(S)) = psl3(S) = Inn(S) © (sl3(k) ® S).
When E = (0) then a(S, E) = 9(s, (0)) = (s,s)e (sh(k)®s).
We can compute the center of the algebras q(S , E) as follows.
Corollary 2.9. The center oj the algebra q(S , E) is
HCX(S)/E C(S,S)/EC(S, S)/E © (sl3(k) ®S) = &(S, E).
In particular, Z(psl3(S)) = (0). (S) and D £ HCX(S)/E. Clearly HCX(S)/E C -2"(a (S, E) ). a
Prooj. Since g(S, E) is an A2-graded Lie algebra then clearly Z(q(S , E)) c Q(S,E)° = (S,S)/E®(i)®S). Assume that z = D + Y,ieiXi®sl £ Z(q(S, E)) where D £ (S, S)/E, {s,},e/ is
For any perfect Lie algebra g we let g denote its universal central extension. We are going to show that q(S, (0)) = psl3 (S) and it follows from this that in fact g(S, (0)) = q(sTe) for any subset E of HCX (S) . It also follows that H2(g(S, E),k) = E. In order to prove this it is convenient to use the Steinberg Lie algebra which we now introduce. One knows from Proposition 3.17 of [BM] that st3(S) is an ^2-graded Lie algebra whose associated coordinate algebra is S and moreover that st3(S) is centrally closed (see [G] or [BM] ). It follows that psl_(S) = st3 (S) .
We let Hij By the Jacobi identity we get In order to show q (S, (0) ) is isomorphic to st_(S) we let tp : st3(S) -* q (S, (0) ) he the homomorphism defined by <p(iijj(a)) = Ejj ®a, for 1 < / 7 < 3 and a £ S. Here we are using the universal property inherent in the definition of st3 (S) and the trivial fact that the elements £,7 ® a satisfy the necessary relations. Since q (S , (0) ) is an ^2-graded Lie algebra the elements Eij ®a generate q (S, (0) ) so that cp is surjective. Moreover, letting «,-_,-(S) = {Ujj(a)\a £ S} , we see that cp is one-to-one when restricted to ©1<,^<3 Ujj(S).
Next we let st3 ( 
<p(st3(S)°) = cp(T) + cp(H) = (S, S) + 1)® S = (S, S) © (fj ® S)
so that st3(S)° = T © H and hence cp is one-to-one on st3(S)° and so is an isomorphism of st3 (S) and g(S\ (0)). This establishes most of our next result. Theorem 2.17. Ij g is an A2-graded Lie algebra over k with coordinate algebra S which is an alternative algebra with identity over k then there is a subset E oj HCX (S) such that g is isomorphic to q(S , E). Each ojthe algebras q(S , E) is a central extension oj g(S, HCX (S)) = psl3(S) and the universal central extension ojeach oj these is the algebra q(S , (0)) which is isomorphic to st3 (S) . Prooj. We already know that q (S, (0) ) and st3(S) is isomorphic. The rest of the result follows from this and the results in Section 3 of [BM] . □ We next want to compute the space of invariant symmetric forms on the algebras g(S, E). Our result generalizes the situation when the coordinate algebra is associative, which is dealt with in Lemma 2.8 of [BGK] . Recall the following definition; see [BGK] or [BeK] .
Definition 2.18. If g is a Lie algebra over k we let / be the subspace of g ® g spanned by all elements of the form x <8>y -y ® x, [x, y] ® z -x ® [y, z] for all x, y, z £ g. Let V(g) be the factor space of g®g by J so that V(q) = g®g/7 .
Note that the dual space, F(g)*, is just the space of invariant symmetric bilinear forms on g. Moreover, if g is perfect then any invariant form is automatically symmetric so in this case we can leave out the elements x ®y -y ® x in the definition of J . 
S(S) = [S,S] + (S,S,S).
Let g be one of our ,42-graded Lie algebras with coordinate algebra S. We are going to show that V(q) = S/J^ (S) . For notation we let x xy = x®y + J in V(q) so that x x y = y x x, [x, y] x z = x x [y, z] for x, y, z € g. Also let Eij(r) denote the element is,; ®r in g. Lemma 2.20. V(q) is spanned by the elements Ex2(l) x E2x(r) jor r £ S. Moreover, EX2(1) x 7i21(r) = 0 if r £ J^(S).
Proof. The usual argument using the two properties of symmetry and invariance together with the fact that g is yl2-graded shows that ga x g^ = (0) for a, p £ A, a + P ^ 0. It easily follows from this that V(q) is spanned by elements Eij(r) x Eji(s) for r,s e S, 1 < i ? j < 3. Since EX3(rs) = [EX2(r), E23(s)] then
That is (2.21) Ex3(rs) x E3x(t) = Ex2(r) x E2x(st), for r, s, t £ S.
Taking 5 = 1 yields (2.22) Ex3(r) x E3X(t) = EX2(r) x E2X(t), for r, t e S.
Also, Ex2(r) x E2x(t) = E3X(t) x Ex3(r) = [E32(t), E32(l)] x EX3(r) = E32(t) x E23(r).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use so that (2.23) Ex2(r) x E2X (t) = E23(r) x E32(t), for r, t £ S.
We also have that Ex2(s) x E2x(t) = £12(1) x E2x(st) by taking r = 1 in (2.21) and using (2.22). It now follows that V(g) is spanned by the elements Ex2(l) x E2X(r) for r£ S.
We have, by (2.23),
Thus, Ex2(l) x E2l(r) = 0 if r £ [S, S] . Finally we have, by (2.21) and (2.22),
This shows El2(l) xE2X(r) = 0 if r£ (S, S, S) . D
Our next result just deals with S.
Lemma 2.24. Let a, b, c, d, e, / £ S.
Proof. To prove (1) we compute as follows.
Using that (S, S, S) + [S, S] C _T(S) we find this is congruent modulo J* (S) to the element (ab -ba)(cd) -(dc)(ab -ba) -3(ab)(cd) + 3(da)(bc) -(cd -dc)(ab) + (ba)(cd -dc) + 3(cd)(ab) -3(bc)(da).
Because [S, S] c y(S) we find this last element belongs to ^ (S) . Next note that the element on the left-hand side of (2) Using (1) we find that modulo ^(S) this is congruent to -(DeJd)(Da,bc) + (Dejc)(Da,bd) -(Da,bd)(DeJc) + (Da,bc)(DeJd)
which is clearly in ^ (S) . U
We can now prove that V(g) =* 5/^(5).
Proposition 2.25. Let g be one of the algebras g(S, E). Then F(g)2S//(S).
Proof. One knows (see the remark after Note 1.27 in [BeK] ) that if 0 -► Z -► g -► g -► 0 is a short exact sequence of Lie algebras with Z central in g and g perfect then V(g) = V(g). Thus, it is enough for us to assume that g = g(S, HCx(S)) = pshiS) = Inn ( = 0 (mod SiS)).
It now follows that X induces a map, which we also call X, of V(g) onto S/Jr (S) and moreover X(Ex2(l) x E2x(r)) = r + ^(S). . Then F9 is the symmetric invariant bilinear form in V(psl3(S))* associated with the functional cp £ (SI^(S))* as in the previous proposition. For E C HCX(S) we let y/ : g(S, E) -► psl3(S) be the natural surjective homomorphism and lift Fv to a form on g(S, £), which we also denote by Ff , by (2.28) F9(lx,l_) = F9(ip(lx),v(h)), lx, l2 £ g(S, E).
As in the Proposition we have V(g(S, E))* = {F9\cp £ ^/^(S1))*}. We now make some remarks about derivations of psl3 (S) . The results and proofs are exactly as in the case when the coordinate algebra is associative, see
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2.10)-(2.17) of [BGK] , so we will be brief and just recall them here in the following remark.
Remark 2.29. Let Jf denote the derivation algebra of g = psl3(S) and let for a £ A Jfa = {D£ J?\D(gf>) C ga+^ for all p £ A} Then Jf = (BaeAJ?a , and it follows just as in [BGK] that Jf = lnn(psl3(S)) + J?°, where, of course, lnn(psl3 (S) ) is the ideal of inner derivations in the Lie algebra Jf. Also, if D £ Der^ (5) have Jf = lnn(psl3(S)) + Derk (S) , and lnnk(S) C lnn(psl3(S)) n Derfc(5).
Recalling the form F9 for cp £ (SI-T(S))* in Remark 2.27 we make the following definition.
Definition 2.30. For cp £ (S/^^))* let J?9(psl3(S)) = Jfy = {D £ Jf\D is skew-symmetric w.r.t F9}.
Similarly, we can define Jf9(g(S, E)) for any subset E of HCX(S) as we know Fy gives rise to a symmetric invariant form on g(S, E). Notice that we always have the inner derivations lnn(psl3(S)) belong to Jf9 because the form Fq, is invariant. Thus, Jf9 = lnn(psl3(Sj) +Jfv where (2) Jf,ipshiS))=-jr9ipshiS)). The second assertion of the lemma follows from [BeM] since Z(psl3(S)) = (0). □ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
We are now going to construct some Lie algebras which will turn out to give us all of the quasi-simple Lie algebras which we consider. Our classification will be accomplished in the next section. Here we just want to construct the algebras and show they have symmetric non-degenerate invariant bilinear forms.
To begin we take S = 21, the alternative torus. Recalling e : 21 -> k from Definition 1.51 we find that e vanishes on ^(21) and hence induces an element in (21/^(21))* which we also denote by e. We can write e(x) for e(x+Jr(2l)) as £(^(21)) = 0. We work with the Lie algebra 775/3(21) = g(2l, (0) This clearly implies that D = 0. Thus, we have (2.36) F is non-degenerate on 775/3(21).
Thus, since the center of 775/7(21) is 7fCi(2l) we get the lift of F to 775/3(21) has radical equal to HCX (21). We again denote this lift by F . Therefore, on g = 775/3(2!) we have F satisfies (2.37) F(x®a,y®b) = Tr(xy)e(ab), (2.38) F((a, b), x ® c) = F(x ®c, (a,b)) = 0, and (2.39)
for all a, b, c, d £ 21, x, y e sl3(k). As in (2.32) we have J?e = {D £ Derfc(2l)|e(77a) = 0 for all a £ 21}. Also, we know Der^) = Inn(2t) + Derk(K) and since our form F is invariant we have Inn(2!) C JE. Let We now take the semi-direct product of the Lie algebra 775/3(21) and the algebra 3 of derivations of this algebra and from the Lie algebra which we For convenience of the reader we recall the multiplication in Lmax .
[x®g*,y®gb\ = \Tr ( for all x,y £sl3(k), a, b, c, dGZ" and^a, /J e A^ with (a|a) = (b|/7) = 0.
We wish to extend the form F on 775/3(2!) to the algebra Lmax in such a way that we get a form F on Lmax which is a non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form. For this write g = 775/3(21) and let go be the subspace of g given by saying g0 = (®aez"\r(2l, 21)) © (sl3(k) ® 21). Then F on g has radical Tf Ci (21) and is non-degenerate on g0 . We have Lmax = HCX (2t) © g0 © 3 . Notice that (2.44) suggests we can extend F by pairing HCX (21) together with 3 in a non-degenerate fashion. We will require that the extension satisfies Recalling that Lemma 1.56 tells us 77Ci(2t)a is spanned by the elements (g^Si'1 > gi) > 1 < i < v when a € If. Thus, if F exists it must satisfy F(r_a, Q, [EX2®g*grx, E2x®gi] 
On the other hand, assuming (2.52) and (2.53) and using (2.46) we have 7"(r_a,a , [El2 9 g*g~x , E2X ® gi]) = ^F (r_a,a , (gag-[, gi) ).
This leads to F(Y-_,a, (g*g-x, gi)) = -3(a\6i) -I, 1 < i < v, a e If.
Recalling the notation of Lemma 1.50 we would then have (2.54) F(r_a,a, g*cop) = F(g*cop , T_a,Q) = -3(a\P), where a £ If , a, /? € kv and (a|a) = 0. Moreover, we know from the proof of Lemma 1.57 that g*cop = 0 if and only if p £ ka so the above formulas can be used to give a well-defined extension to a symmetric bilinear form on Lmax, which is clearly non-degenerate. We check this form is invariant in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.55.
(1) Let a £ Y, a £ k" with (a\a) = 0 and let b, c e Z" . Then F(gx, [D, g2] ) since 3 consists of skew-symmetric derivations of g with respect to F . We do these in order. If one of gx or g2 is in HCX (21) then both sides of (A) are zero. Thus, we can assume gx, g2 £ go-If one of gx or g2 is in (21, 2t)a for a ^ T and the other is in 5/}(A:) <8> 21 then again both sides are zero. Thus, we can assume that either gx, g2£ sl3(k) ® 21 or both are in 0a€Z^\r(2l, 2t)a. For the first of these we take D = ra>Q, gi = x ® gb, g2 = y ® gc when a 6 f, a £ k" , (&\a) = 0, x, y £ sl3(k) and b, c £ If . We may as well assume that a + b + c = 0 for otherwise both sides equal zero. Now the left-hand side of (A) is, by Lemma 2.55(1) and Definition (1.31), F(Ya,a,[x®gb,y®gc]) = F(Ya,a,^Tr(xy)(gb,gc)) = (a\h)Tr(xy)E((g*gb)gc).
Next we have [ra,Q, x ® gb] = (a\b)x ® g*gb so the right-hand side of (A) is (a\h)F(x ® g*gb ,y®gc) = (a\h) Tr(xy)e((g*gb)gc)
as desired.
Now assume both gx, g2 are in 0a6znr(2l, 2l)a and say gx = (gb, gc), g2 = (gA > ge) and D £3 . We must show F(D, [(gb, gc) , (gd, g°)]) = F([D, (gb, gc) ], (g*, g<)).
The left-hand side of this is, by Lemma 2.55(1), F(D, (Dg^gC(gA) , g<) + (g*, DgKgC(ge))) = 3e((D(DgKgC(gA)))g< + (D(ga))(Dg^gC(g*))).
The right-hand side is We now introduce the class of Lie algebras which will be the objects of study in the next section. Let 3' he any subalgebra of 3 which contains 3o and note that since 3q has as basis the degree derivations dx, ... , dv then 3' is a homogeneous subalgebra of 3 in the T-gradation. We let ff(3') be the orthogonal complement of 3' in HCx (21). That is (2.57) ff(3')=3'-LnHCx(VL), and this subspace of HCi (21) is also homogeneous in the T-gradation since F(3a, 7/Ci(2l)b) = 0 unless a + b = 0. Since F is non-degenerate on 3 x 77Ci(2t) we get an induced non-degenerate form on 3' x HCxifA)fff(3').
Moreover if x e ff(3'), Ex, E2 £ 3', then F(EX, [E2, x]) = F([EX, E2], x) = 0 as 3' is a subalgebra. Thus^J^', ff(3')\ C ff(D'). We then form the semidirect product Lie algebra 775/3(21) ®3'_\ Lmax and note that ff(3') is then an ideal of this Lie algebra. Factoring and doing the obvious identifications we obtain the Lie algebra HCx (%)/ff(3') © ( 0 (21, 2f)a) © (sl3(k) ® 21) © 3' = g(2t, ff(3')) © 3'.
aez"\r
We name this algebra in the following definition.
Definition 2.58. The Lie algebra L(3') is defined as L(3') = g(2t, ff(3')) © 3'.
The special case when 3' = 30 has ff(3') = 0aer\{o} HCi (a)» so that HCx(Qi)fff(3') = 77d(2l)0 (and we usually identify these spaces) and we denote the resulting algebra by Lmin . Thus Lmin = g(2l, ff(3So)) © 3q , and Lmax = L(3).
It is clear that the restriction of our form F on Lmax to the subalgebra 775/3(21) © 3' has radical equal to ff(3'), so the quotient algebra inherits a non-degenerate form which we also denote by F .
Corollary 2.59. The form on Lmax gives rise to an invariant symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form on L(3') for any subalgebra 3' of 3 which contains 3o.
There is one further refinement which we need to make to our construction. As in [BGK] we can adjust the algebras L(3') by a homogeneous 2-cocycle of invariant type. To present the definition we need to develop a little more notation as follows. If 3' is a subalgebra of 3 containing 30 we have (2.60) 3' = 30 ©a6r\{0} 31 _ , where (2.61) 3; =3'n3afora£Y, and we let (2.62) 3"= 0 3'a, so that 3'=30® 3".
aer\{0}
The center of g(2l, ff(3')) is HCx(^)/ff(3') and this is homogeneous in the T-gradation. We write this as Z (or Z(3') if we need to make reference to We can use any cocycle of Definition 2.66 to twist the multiplication in L(3') and obtain an algebra L(3', x). The new multiplication in L(3', t) is exactly like the old one in L(3') except that product of two elements, say x ,y £3>', is given by is an ideal of L(3'), give us that L(3' ,x) is a Lie algebra. Finally condition (d) together with the fact that Z(3') is central in g(2l, 3') _ L(3') gives that the form F on L(3', x) is still a non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form. We record this as follows.
Corollary 2.68. For any subalgebra 3' of 3 containing 3>o and for any homogeneous 2-cocycle x : 3" x 3" -» Z(3') which is of invariant type, the Lie algebra L(3r', x) has a non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form obtained from the form on L(3').
Remark 2.69. (i) If 3' = 3q no cocyles are allowed according to Definition 2.66, so L(30, T) will just denote L(3o) = Lmin.
(ii) The zero map of 3" x3" -► Z(3') is always an invariant homogeneous 2-cocycle and this just yields the algebra L(3'). That is, L(3') = L(3', 0).
The classification of QS algebras of type A2
In this final section we are going to classify the tame elliptic irreducible quasisimple Lie algebras of type A2 over the complex field C. We call them QS algebras and it turns out that if the coordinate algebra is an alternative algebra which is not associative then the QS algebra is isomorphic to one of our algebras L(3', x) of Section 2. In the case when the coordinates are associative then the coordinate algebra is a quantum torus C" for some v xv matrix q as in (1.1), and the QS algebra is just like those considered in [BGK] , and so we only deal with the alternative, not the associative, case here. In fact, even in this case the arguments are almost exactly as in [BGK] and hence we will be brief and refer the reader to [BGK] for more details. Indeed the general theory of QS algebras as developed in [H-KT] and [BGK] is what we need in this section, so we will only recall the basic definitions and results which we need to establish our main theorem. All our algebras will be over the base field C of complex numbers.
To begin the definitions we need from [H-KT] and [BGK] we let Sf he a Lie algebra and assume that (3.1) (-,-):SfxSf ^C, is a non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form and let %f C Sf be a finite dimensional abelian subalgebra such that (3.2) ad_^ h is diagonalizable for all h £ %f.
We let Sfa = {x £ Sf\[h, x] = a(h)x for all h £ %f} for all a £ %** (the dual space of %f ), and let R = {a £ %f*\Sfa / (0)}. We assume that One transfers the form (•, •) on X to %f* by (3.6) (X,p) = (h,hll)=X(hlf) = p(h), for all X, p £ ^f* . We assume that (3.7) R is discrete, and (3.8) (a, P)£R (the real field) for all a, p £ R.
Thus, on the real vector space <%% = _ZaeR ^a (the real span of the roots), the form takes on real values.
An element 5 £ %"* is isotropic if and only if (S, S) = 0 and we assume that (3.9) if a £ R is non-isotropic and x e Sfa, then ad^ x is nilpotent.
Any Lie algebra Sf satisfying (3.1) through (3.9) is said to be a quasi-simple Lie algebra. If a £ R is non-isotropic and lets coa £ GL(%f*) be defined by (3.10) Wa(P) = P-1\^-a. (a, a) One of the main results on quasi-simple algebras from [H-KT] is the following, also see [BGK] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.11. Let Sf be a quasi-simple Lie algebra with root system R and let a £ R be non-isotropic. Then (i) dirnSfc = 1,
(ii) 2$$ £ Z (the integers) for all p£R, (iii) co'a(P) £ R for all p £ R so coa(R) = R, (iv) for k £ C we have ka £ R if and only if k = ±1 or k = 0, (v) for any P £ R there exist nonnegative integers «_, n+ such that for n £ C, P + na £ R if and only if n £ Z and -«_ < n < n+, and also n__n+ = M_( vi) for any isotropic root 8 £ R we have (P, 6) = 0 for all p £ R.
(3.12) One says that Sf is of elliptic type if the form on %f£ is positive semidefinite.
We always assume Sf is elliptic and we let (3.13) A = {5 £ R\5 is isotropic }.
We define a map I : %fR* -+ (££)* by l(X)(p) = (X,p) for all X,p £ ^*, where (Xffff)* is the real dual of Xffff. Then (vi) of Theorem 3.11 implies that the real span of A is in the kernel of f. Using this linear map I one transfers the form from %fR* to 1(J£) and lets A = l(R) c I(«f£). It is easy to see (as in [H-KT] ) the transferred form on l(^*) is positive definite and A is a finite root system which is possibly non-reduced. One now assumes that the root system of Sf is irreducible in the sense that (3.14)
A is an irreducible finite root system, and (3.15) if 6 £ R is isotropic there is some non-isotropic root a £ R for which a + S £ R.
We say Sf is of type X/ if A is a finite root system of type Xt and we now assume A is of type A2. Letting KR be the kernel of f we define the nullity of Sf , denoted v or v(Sf), by (3.16) v = dimKR.
Clearly din\%fR* = v + 2. As in Definition 2.6 we let A be the root system of type A2 . Then as in [H-KT] one has R can be identified with A x A so that (3.17) i? = AxAcj;c/*.
Moreover, A is a lattice in Kr of rank v so letting 8X, ... ,8V be a basis of A which is also a basis of Kr , we have (3.18) A = ZSx®---®_Sv.
As in [BGK] there are elements hx = ha] , h2 = hai, hSi, ... , hdv corresponding to the roots ax, a2, Sx, ... , 8V and hence there are elements dx, ... ,dv £ Xf _\£f such that ..., hg", dx,..., dv are linearly independent then dimXf > 2z/+2 . Moreover, the above notation for dj is justified because if a = __j=i niai+__"j_i frijdj then (3.20) [dj, x] = mjX, for all x £ Sfa, 1 < j < v.
That is , dj is just the 7th degree derivation, so we have (3.21) [dj , x] = (dj , ha)x = a(dj)x , for x £ Sfa.
As in [BGK] one defines the core of Sf as follows. (iii) If Sf is an elliptic irreducible tame quasi-simple Lie algebra we just say J? is a QS Lie algebra.
Remark 3.23. It is easy to see that the core, Sfc, is an ideal of Sf as in [BGK] and the orthogonal complement of the span of hx, h2, h#t,..., hs", dx,..., du in Xf would be in Sf^ = Z(Sfc) = the span of hgt, ... , hs2 and hence is zero so Sf tame implies dimXf = 2 + 2v . It is clear also that g = 5/3 (C) is contained in Sfc as 5/3(C) is generated by the root spaces S_ai, Sf±ai. Moreover, letting (Sfc)a = Sfc nSfa where Sfa = _]SeASfa+d for all a e A then we have Sfc = ®a<z_(Sfc)a is a Lie algebra graded by A of type A2 according to Definition 2.6. Thus, by Proposition 3.17 of [BM] there is an alternative algebra S with identity over C, and a surjective homomorphism cp : st3(S) -> Sfc whose kernel is central. Using the notation from these taking any a £ A \ {0} we can write Sfa = (Sfc)a = "_Z5£KSfa+5 , so since we may write (Sfc)a = ea(S) where {hx, h2 , ea\a £ A \ {0}} is a Chevalley basis of g = 5/3(C) then we find we can let S$ be the subspace of S defined to satisfy (3.24) ea(Ss)=Sfa+s_Sfc, for a £ A\ {0}, d £ A. This does not depend on the choice of a and this can be seen exactly as one sees in [BM] that 5 does not depend on a. Our next result determines S. Note that we don't need the tameness assumption for this result which is about the core.
Lemma 3.25. Let Sfc be the core of a QS algebra of type A2 and let S = ©^a $6 be the coordinates as above. Then S satisfies (1.4)-(1.7). Thus, either S is a quantum torus Cq, jor some v xv matrix q satisjying (1.1) or S is the alternative torus 21 = 2l(A" ,tx,t2, t3) oj Definition 1.21 where K = C[tfx, ... ,tfx] and v > 3 is the nullity oj Sf.
Prooj. Obviously since Sfa = (_)SeAS?a+s for any a £ A \ {0} we have S = 0<seA"%-Moreover, Theorem 3.11 (i) yields dimSj = 1 for all S £ A and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since [Sfa+d, Sfp+X] C Sf{a+p)+(S+x) for a, p£A\{0} with a + p £ A\{0} and any 6, X £ A then it follows that SsSi c S$+x ■ Also it is clear that S0 = C • 1 where 1 is the identity element of S so we need only show SgS\ = Ss+x, for d , X £ A. Interpreting this on the level of root spaces we need to show if a, P £ A \ {0} and a + P £ A \ {0} then for any 6, X £ A we have [Sfa+S , Sfp+X] = Sf(a+p)+s+x. Because non-isotropic root spaces are 1-dimensional it is enough to show [Sfa+s , Sfp+k] ^ (0). Using the Weyl group W of R = A x A we might as well assume that S = 0 so that Sfa+S =S_ = Cea (1) in the notation of [BM] while Sfp+X = ep(Sx). Take 0 ^ ax £ Sx and then we have for na = exp(ad ea) exp(ad(-e_Q)) exp(ad ea) £ A\xt (Sf) that (naep)(ax) = na(ep(ax)) by Lemma 1.15 of [BM] , so that (naep)(ax) # 0 in Sfa+p+x as a + P £ A \ {0} . This implies that ad ea(ep(ax)) / 0, and hence that [Sfa, Sfp+x] i=-(0) as desired. Lemma 1.8 and Corollary 1.26 now give our result. □ When the coordinates of Sf, as above, are the quantum torus the analysis proceeds as in [BGK] and we say no more about this case here. Thus, we assume that the coordinates are alternative but not associative. Then we have Corollary 3.26. Ij Sfc is as in Lemma 3.25 with coordinates which are not associative, then there is a subset E oj HCxif&) where 21 is the alternative torus such that Sfc is isomorphic to the algebra g(2l, E) oj Remark 2.8. Here Prooj. We know that (Sfc)° is of dimension 2 + v where v is the nullity and the elements h$x, ... , h$v are central in Sfc as Sj £ A, 1 < j < v . The rest is clear by Theorem 2.17. D Example 3.27. Let 3" be a graded subalgebra of 3 containing 3o and let x : 3" x 3" -> Z(3') be any homogeneous 2-cocycle of invariant type as in Corollary 2.68. We know L = L(3', x) = g(2(, ff(3>')) © 3' has an invariant symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form F. As g(2l, ff(3)')) is a homomorphic image of 5/3(21) we write {a, b} £ g(2t, ff(3')) for the image of (a,b) £ 5^(21) under this natural map with kernel ff(3').
Thus, HCx(Ql)/ff(3') = 0a€Z,vr{2t, 2l}a and so we have (3.28) L(3',x) = HCx(Qi)/ff(3')®( 0 {2t, 2l}a) © (775/3(C) ® 21) @3', aez"\r with multiplication as in Section 2. One lets X* = Xf(3', t) be the space spanned by the elements hx ® 1, h2 ® 1, {/"', tf}, ds■, 1 < j < v so that X' is abelian of dimension 2 + v . Notice that the form is non-degenerate on Xf and define Sx, ... , 8V £ X** by saying hSj = -\{t~[, tj} £ HCx(%)/ff(3'). Then (2.56) gives us that (3.29) F(dj ,h3k) = 8jk , fori <j,k<v.
Letting R = A x A c X** where A = Z8x © • • • © I8V we have easily that Sf = ®a€RSfa. Indeed, if a = p + 8 where j5gA\{0},1gA then Sfa = sl3(C) x 2tA , while if a = X for X £ A then Sfa = {21, 21}^ @3'k © (fj ® Ct1) if X £ Y\ {0} . Thus, (3.3) and (3.4) hold. Certainly R is discrete and (3.8) and (3.9) hold. The associated finite root system is just A so J? is irreducible and clearly the transferred form to the real span of the roots (this is just the real span of hai, hai, hst, ... , hgu) is positive semi-definite so Sf is irreducible of elliptic type. The core of Sf is just Sfc = g(2t, ff(3J')) so that Sf^ = HCx(%)/ff(3') which is the center of Sfc so Sf is tame. Thus, L(3', x) is a QS algebra according to Definition 3.22(iii).
We now want to show that any QS algebra is isomorphic to L(3', x) for some subalgebra 3' of 31 containing 3q and some homogeneous cocycle x of invariant type. The arguments here are nearly like those of [BGK] (see (3.23) through (3.30) in [BGK] ), but we repeat them because there are slight changes.
To begin we let Sf be a QS algebra so its core, Sfc, can be identified as in Corollary 3.26. In particular by Proposition 2.25 we have V(Sfc) = 21/^ (21) so the restriction of the form, F , of Sf to Sfc is given by F9 as in Remark 2.27 for some cp £ V(Sfc)*. Now the degree derivations dx, ... ,dv are in the QS algebra Sf and so act as skew-symmetric derivations related to F9 . Thus, cp(di(g*) + J"ifA)) = 0 for any a £ If , 1 < / < v . It follows that if we identify cp with an element in 21* which vanishes on J^(2l) then <p(g*) = 0 for all a e If \ {0} and hence cp is a multiple of e so that F9 is a non-zero multiple of our usual form F . Thus, we can now assume that (3.30) the restriction of the form F on Sfc agrees with our previous form FE.
Recalling that R = A x A is the root system of Sf let 0 ^ 8 = mx8x -\-h Moreover, the form is non-degenerate on {21, 2l}5 © {21, 2t}_<5 as well as on (fj ® gm) © (fj ® (gm)~x), and these two spaces are orthogonal as we see from Just as in [BGK] we have the following result.
Lemma 3.36. p(u)s) £ £>m, and p\ws '■ Ws -► t)m is injective.
Prooj. Ws and fj® (gm)~x are orthogonal so that (3.5) implies that p(ws)(i)® (gm)~l) = (0). But P(ws)(i) ® (gm)~l) = (ad(A ® gm) + rm,Q)(fj ® (gm)~x) = ad(h®gm)(i)®(gm)-x), since rmiQ(fj ® (gm)~x) = (0) because (a|m) = 0. This implies that h® gm is orthogonal to fj ® (gm)~x so that h = 0 as desired.
That p is 1-1 on Ws follows since ker p _ Sfc and Wsn_?c = (0). a Letting 3T = ©^ Ws where we take W0=Sf0 and 3T' = ©<5€rx{0} ^ » we find that />|ar is an injective map of W to a subspace of ^ which contains 30. Moreover, it is clear that the image p(W) is in fact a subalgebra 3' of 3 containing 31 _ because the invariance of the form implies [Ws, Wx] C Wg+x + {21, 2t}<5+/i for 8, X £ Y and {21, %}s+x is central in Sfc. We identify 3T with S"' and W with ^" = ©a6r\{0} &L and note that then as the form is non-degenerate on Sf that the center of Sfc, which is ©a6r{2t, 21} a , is nondegenerately paired with 3" and so can be identified with HCx(f&i)fff(3').
Thus, Sfc^g(Ql, ff(3')) and there is a homogeneous 2-cocycle x:3"x3" -» Z(3') of invariant type as in Definition 2.66 so that Sf = L(3', x). Hence, we have our main result. Theorem 3.37. Let Sf be any QS algebra oj nullity v and let Sfc be its core. Assume that the coordinates oj Sfc are not associative. Then v > 3 and there is a subalgebra 3' oj 3 which contains 30 and a homogeneous 2-cocycle x : 3" x 3" -> Z(3') oj invariant type such that Sf = L(3', t) . Moreover any ojthe algebras, L(3', x), is a QS algebra.
Note that we have the following bounds on root space dimensions: if a £ R is non-isotropic , dim Sfa = 1, ifaeA\r, then dim^ = 2 + 2 = 4, if aer\{0}, then 2 < dim ^ < 2 + 2(v -1) = 2z^, if a = 0, then dimSfo = 2 + 2v.
These bounds are sharp since Lmax satisfies the upper bound while Lm_ satisfies the lower bound.
